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Last year, many films and commercials took
advantage of computer technology to create astonishing
3D animations. Examples such as the Listerine commer
cial series, the NBA logo on TV, and the Chip & Pepper
TV cartoon, featured unique and vibrant computer
images. Among the various animations, some were
made by high end computer systems, but some simply
by personal computers1. Small, fast, and more capable
personal computers are now performing
professional-
level video production roles and, in fact, they are a staple
of many feature film productions and broadcast television
facilities. The PC-based ( Mac, MS-DOS, and Amiga )
3D software programs no longer can be dismissed as
hobby-level toys. The challenge, now, is sorting through




The intended purpose of this thesis is to compare
several packages on the market: Infini-D, StrataVision
3d, MacroMind 3D, and Ray Dream Designer. These 3D
programs are capable of creating crisp 3D pictures and
also are very convenient for designers and animators to
use. In this thesis, I will try to explain many aspects of
three-D computer graphics, which includes describing
such elements as lighting, reflection, shadow, texture,
and atmosphere effect. I am hoping that I can open a
1
NBC logo was made by leading designers Harry Marks and
Dale Herigstad using Mac-Based StrataVision 3d software. The Chip
& Pepper was distinguishing by using IBM PC clones and
Autodesk's 3D Studio.
Introduction
door to the examination of 3D graphics that will be inde
pendent of algorithms, technical terms, and hardware
execution.
A MacroMind Director interactive movie, entitled
3D alchemy, was created to visualize the elements that I
have mentioned. Besides being created for the Master of
Fine Arts show, this piece is intended to be used as a
step-by-step tool for instructional purposes.
II Brief History of 3D Computer Graphics
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The quest for realism in computer graphics has
had an exciting history. We have seen an evolution from
crude pictures made on expensive research machines
to compelling images made on desktop computers. It
has been a fun and rewarding twenty years.
Back in the early days of computer graphics sci
entists were happy to get any pictures at all. The objects
had jagged edges and looked like they were made out
of plastic, but a few people were full of ideas that could
make them look better. Their new goal was to make the
images look realistic.
Most of the early developments of 3D computer
graphics were at the University of Utah, where Ivan
Sutherland started a remarkable computer graphics pro
gram that attracted people from all over the country.
University of Utah also had a notable image processing
group led by Tom Stockham. The first major task was to
develop algorithms for determining what was visible in a
scene, which led to the famous paper analyzing
hidden-surface algorithms by Ivan Sutherland [SUTH
74], Bob Sproull [SPRO 68], and Bob Schumacher
[SCHU 69].Their ralgorithm spared the computer power
by disregarding the part of scene which can not be seen
from the viewer. Edwin Catmull [CATM 74] contributed to
the development of the Z buffer. Z buffer is an algorithm
which stores z-coordinates, the depth, to sort the layer of
polygons from the eye point of view.
Better shading was the next major problem for
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those 3D frontiers. Henri Gouraud [GOUR 71] discov
ered that he could substantially reduce the faceted
appearance of objects by linearly interpolating the values
at the vertices of the polygons. Bui T Phong [PHON 73]
took it a step further by interpolating the surface normals
to get a smoother appearance as well as highlights. The
surface normal is a vector perpendicular to the surface
and is used to determine the visibility and illuminance of
the surface. The shading technique by interpolating the
surface normals soon became broadly used and known
as Phong shading algorithm. Edwin Catmull made a con
tribution by developing texture mapping which maps
images onto the surface of objects and gives the sur
faces realistic looking. Jim Blinn [BLIN 76] went on to
extend texture mapping to include perturbation of surface
normals, producing stunning pictures of oranges and
strawberries. They had reached the point where the cal
culations required to shade became greater than those
required to determine visibility.
By the early 80's realism fever began to catch
hold. Turner Whitted [WHIT 79] made ray tracing popular
and thus started a cavalcade of advances in ray tracing.
Ray tracing is a rendering algorithm which shows a
superior level of surface detail ( see Chapter "Termino
logy"
for more information.) At first the pictures took
extraordinarily long to produce sometimes days. But
again, new algorithms were developed that made ray
tracing more efficient. Around the same time SIGGRAPH
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( Special Interest Group on Computer Graphics )
became a phenomenon. Each year the proceedings had
some great new pictures: fractals, plants, radiosity, cloth,
and so on. Every time someone made a new discovery it
would be shown to colleagues, resulting in raves and
applause, and causing others to redouble their efforts to
do even better.
In 1979 Alvy Ray Smith [SMIT 79] and Edwin
Catmull had joined Lucasfilm to start the Computer
Division, which later became Pixar. Some of the best
people from the above institutions gathered to try to
make images so realistic that they could be used in
live-action motion pictures. Tom Porter [PORT 79] spread
the research into animation. Rob Cook [COOK 82] gen
eralized shading formulas to "shade trees", Pat
Hanrahan [HANR 85] put all the lighting, Ray tracing and
motion blur effects into a compact interface named
TM
RenderMan which has been and still is one of the most
powerful applications to produce the truly photo-realistic
3D images.
From then on, many stunning effects have been
used in motion pictures: The Abyss, 1986, Beauty and
the Beast, 1991, Terminator 2, 1991, Batman Returns,
1992 and the coming SuperMario Brothers, to name just
a few. When the Tin Toy, 1 987, received the Academy
Award of 1989 in the Best Animated Short Film category,
it became clear that computer animation was to win
recognition as a new art form. To confirm this, seven
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computer scientists were honored by the Academy of
Motion Picture Arts & Sciences in early May of this year
(1993) for their participation in the development of
TM
Pixar's RenderMan software. Edwin Catmull, Rob
Cook, Loren Carpenter, Anthony Apodaca [APOD 90],
Pat Hanrahan, Darwyn Peachey [PEAC 87] and Tom
Porter were the seven key members of creating the pow
erful rendering tool.
The quest for better pictures will continue, of
course, but we have reached a new era. With the
improvements of hardware and the invention of new
algorithms, 3D computer graphics, now, raises its posi
tion to one of the most influential art media. In addition,
people are using computer graphics as a symbol of the
new digital technology. The photo-realistic quality in 3D
computer graphic represents the human's accomplish




Concepts last longer than techniques. New tech
nology is invented continuously year by year. New tech
niques yesterday no longer remain advanced today, but
the basic concepts behind technology have remained
similar. These concepts are still going to be used in new
technical-generation production tomorrow. With this spir
it in mind, I hope that my explanation of the 3D geometry
provided here will be more useful years after when the
software programs used in this project have become out
dated. The main purpose of this section ( also the main
purpose of my project movie) is to explain the basic 3D
phenomenon in terms of real-world observation and
computer simulation. The following paragraphs explain
the technical terms as well as the image-creating proce
dures from building models, setting the lights, giving the
models appearance, generating the pictures to producing
the animation.
3.1 MODELING
Almost all 3D programs offer easy access to a
variety of primitive shapes. Spheres, cylinders, cones,
and cubes can be used as assembling blocks. Some
high-end programs provide methods to create more-
complex objects such as stretching a skin surface over a
series of 2D cross-sections, supporting Spline-Base
Modeling1, or importing EPS files from Adobe Illustrator
1
A spline is a curve mathematically defined as a polynomial
blend of a set of control points. The modeling function in advantage
of spline curves creates surface outline smoother than of polygons.
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or Aldus Freehand to create smooth curved surfaces.
Beyond these functions, a few modelers have vertex-
level editing capabilities to adjust a single vertex on an
object which offers the maximum control over an object's
shape.
Cross-Sectional Modeling allows you to apply a
cross-
sectional, 2D outline to an outline of the top and
sides of an object to create a 3D shape.




an object through a
mold or template to define a surface along its
longitudinal ( depth ) axis.
Lathing creates symmetrical, 3D objects by revolving 2D
templates or profiles around a designated axis.
Lathing an object rotates the 2D object's outline
around a defined axis.You can specifying the
number of degrees in the sweep ( 360 degrees is
a complete sweep around an axis
Sweeping provides a way to create custom 3D objects
by specifying a path along which to extrude a pro
file. Sweeping is similar to standard extrusion,
except that you can create more complex shapes
that twist and bend instead of extending directly
from an outline.
Skinning provides a way to create complex objects by
stretching a skin surface over a series of 2D
cross-sections, which are functioning as ribs.
Skinning across cross-sections is a good way to
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model aircraft bodies and human figures. You can
skin a path, such as a spline, or closed shapes,
such as polygons.
Spline curve objects also provides direction points that
allow you to adjust the tension on Bezier curves.
You can tighten or loosen a curve segment by
dragging one of these direction points.
Vertex-level editing allows you to select and reposition a
single point on a 3D object.To adjust a single point
on an object, you drag the vertices of the mesh
polygons. Vertex-level editing gives you maximum
control over an object's shape.
3.2 LIGHTING
Lighting in a natural environment is a complex inter
play of light, shadow, and reflection. In computer graphics,
lighting is a mathematical process of providing the render
ing application with a description of all the lighting sources
in the scene. This includes the type of lights, their color,
intensity, and the direction they are pointing.
An ambient light is a non-directional light that brings up
the general light level everywhere in the scene.
The total surface of every object in the scene is
affected by the ambient light.
Distant light is similar to sunlight. It shines in a definite
direction from a source that is infinitely far away.
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Distant is the key word for this lighting effect. Any
object surface facing the direction that the distant
light is pointing is illuminated by it. Distant light
always lights an object with the same intensity,
regardless of the object's position or distance from
the light.
Point lioht is a ball of light that radiates light equally in all
directions like a light bulb. This light illuminates
any object surfaces that face towards it.
Spot light is a ball of light that is focused into a limited
cone, as if you applied shutters to a point light.
While computer lighting mathematically mimics
the physics of light, it lacks some of the usual properties
of lighting in the physical world. In the world of 3D com
puter graphics, light is not blocked by opaque objects but
shines right through objects. If you want a light cast
shadow, you have to assign a light or an object "Creating
shadows."
And shadows are calculated during the ren
dering process.
3.3 SURFACE TEXTURE
Textures are applied to objects to define their
appearance when rendered. Texture mapping applies an
image to the surface of an object. It is the process of
using two-dimensional, bit-mapped images, such as
wood or marble, and treating them as if they were the
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surface of a 3D object. The mapping type you use
depends on the shape of the object you are rendering:
Planar mapping takes the image to be mapped and
essentially
"pushes"
the image through the
object. This produces an image map which is rela
tively not distorted at the front of the object,
"smeared"
along the edges and not distorted, yet
reversed on the back.
Cubic mapping is very similar to planar except that it
uses six planar maps. Each map is perpendicular
to the next in the shape of a cube. Each side is a
complete representation of the surface map. No
pattern matching is maintained at the object's
edges.
Cylindrical mapping wraps an image around the object
much like a rolled up sheet of paper. The image
meets at a vertical seam at the back of the object
if the horizontal coverage is set to 100%. Whether
the image reaches the top or bottom of the object
is dependent on the vertical scale of the image.
Spherical mapping provides full coverage of the object
regardless of its size or shape. The image is
wrapped around the object until it meets at a verti
cal seam at the back reaching from the top of the
object to the bottom.
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3.4 SURFACE PROPERTY
Three-dimensional computer rendering deals not
only with the texture of surfaces, but also with the prop
erties of their surfaces and how those surfaces interact
with lights. Surface properties include such things as
color, gloss, reflectivity, transparency, smoothness,and
the other properties that determine how a surface
responds to the light falling on it.
When light reaches a surface, it is partially
absorbed, partially reflected and, sometimes, partially
transmitted. The surface usually imparts a color differ
ent from the arriving light by absorbing certain wave
lengths more than others. Calculating the direction and
color of the outgoing light is a complex problem in geo
metrical optics, but it can be simplified by some fairly
faithful approximations.
Light may be reflected in different ways. Two
simple cases represent opposite extremes. A mirror
reflection leaves the surface in one direction called,
appropriately enough, the mirror direction. Mirror reflec
tions are only visible from viewpoints lying in the mirror
direction; this specificity provides the coherence of
objects seen in a mirror.
A diffuse reflection, on the other hand, scatters
light from the point struck, making the surface appear
equally bright from all viewpoints. Most surfaces have
neither completely mirror nor completely diffuse
reflec-
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tion but are graded somewhere in between. A reflection
concentrated near but not confined to the mirror direction
is termed a specular reflection, or highlight. A specular
reflection is brightest when seen from viewpoints along
or near the mirror direction, and becomes much dimmer
away from that direction.
If an object is partially transparent, then part of
the light passes through it, perhaps with a slight refrac
tion, or change of direction.
All those terms are surface properties. The details
are explained below:
3.4.1 REFLECTION MODES
All surfaces reflect light, otherwise we wouldn't be
able to see them. There are several reflection phenome
na happening to an object at the same time when we see
it.
Diffuse reflection is the phenomenon in which light hits
an object and is uniformly scattered so that the
whole object is illuminated equally. The rough sur
faces found on carpets, most textiles and papers
result in any incident light being reflected in all
directions. Such reflection is termed diffuse.
Diffuse reflection parameter controls the amount
( percentage ) of the color which will appear on
the object.
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Specular reflection is produced by a smooth or polished
surface. Specular reflection parameter control the
brightness in the highlight area only. Higher values
produce brighter highlights. Specular brightness
also varies with the angle of the light, the object,
and the camera view. Specular reflection interacts
closely with the Roughness setting, which regu





Ambient reflection simulates the level of constant light
thought to exist as a result of multiple reflection. It
has no source. It represents the light energy
arriving from all directions. Ambient reflection
parameter regulates how much ambient light in
the scene will be accepted by an object.
3.4.2
Reflectivity controls how much an object reflects
adjacent objects. At its shiniest, when the intensity of the
reflected light is nearly that of the incident light and
where the light being emitted has no diffuse component,




The higher the transparency value, the more you
can see through an object. The more transparent the
surface, the more light shows from behind it, and the
lower the diffuse and specular contributions from the sur
face. Note that a transparent object can still have color,
such as a green sunglasses. This means the color of the
surface is determined by diffuse reflection.
TRANSPARENCY
3.4.4
When a transparent surface is modeled, the inten
sity of the light from its surface is modified to include
additional light behind it. Light passing through a surface
is called transmitted or refracted light. Refraction takes
place on the surfaces of an object. Index of Refraction
controls to what extent the light will be bent as it passes
through an object. A crystal ball, for instance, is transpar
ent but bends the light that passes through it. At sea
level, air has a refraction index of 1.0000. Surfaces heav
ier than air have a higher index number.
REFRACTION
3.4.5
The roughness of a surface refers to how light is
scattered when reflected. Roughness controls the size
and sharpness of the highlight. If an object is smooth, its
ROUGHNESS
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highlight is small and sharply defined. If the surface is
rough, the highlight is more diffused and has a softer
edge. Shininess is conveyed more by the size of an
object's highlight (Roughness setting) than by the intensi
ty of its highlight (Specular setting).
A shiny material like metal appears very unmirrorlike if its
surface is roughened to a matte finish.
3.4.6
While a texture map applies the picture from a
source file to the object's surface, a bump map uses only
the contrast values of the source file to create the illusion
of a bumpy surface. A gray-scale bump map lets you
instantly alter the surface appearance of an object with
out remodeling the object's geometry. The object's sur
face appears to protrude where the source image is light
and recede where the source image is dark, if you need
to create a photorealistic image of an orange, you'd be
hard put to create a 3D model that included all the dim
ples. An easier approach is to apply a bump map to a
sphere; the bump texture employs the variation in light
and shadow to create the impression that there are hun







Environment mapping mimics the reflections of
the surrounding scene on the surface of the object. You
can visualize a environment map as the source image
projected onto the in side of a large sphere. The sphere
is not an actual object in the model but does interact with
objects. The object's surface reflects the image from the
sphere. The portion reflected depends upon where the
object is in the scene, and what part of the object's sur
face is visible from the current camera view. Shiny
objects will convey more of the environment in their sur
faces than a dull objects. Transparent objects will trans
mit the environment behind them. Round objects will
show more variations in lighting and highlights than flat
planes
3.4.8
Some programs support atmospheric effects, such
as fog or depth cuing. Fog is an image processing tech
nique that lets you define, from your point of view, how
the mist begins and how far it extends before obscuring
the image entirely. Fog can add a high degree of realism,
creating, for example, a skyscraper disappearing into
clouds. Depth cuing makes objects in the distance
appear naturally blurred. Their effects are usually more






Various modeling strategies for the shape of
objects have been already described in this Chapter, but
no physical attributes have been assigned to these
objects such as color, roughness, transparency or bump
mapping. The rendering process which creates the final
colored image requires both geometry and surface prop
erties to perform this task.
In order to see something it must either be
self-
illuminous, such as TV screen, or be illuminated by some
light source. Therefore, computer systems must calcu
late a variety of different types of light sources and reflec
tion modes.
To develop a colored image the computer needs
to know the color of every object, how its surfaces reflect
light and the nature of the illuminating light sources.
During the process the relative positions of objects must
be preserved, and surfaces invisible to the observer
must not appear in the final scene. All these processes
are termed "rendering". Overall, rendering is quite a
time-
consuming and complex procedure, which is why consid
erable research work has been undertaken in this area.
3.5.1 RAY TRACING
Ray tracing is a sophisticated rendering technique
that shows a superior level of surface detail. Ray tracing
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works by shooting imaginary
"rays"
at the models
through every single pixel in the view window of the
scene being traced. All surface colors, maps, properties,
or effects that gave been applied to this object are used
together to determine the final appearance of the each
individual pixel.
The Ray tracing algorithm traces all rays of light
striking a specific camera position backward through the
model to their source, known as "Backward Ray
Tracing."
Starting from the viewing position, each ray
passing through a pixel in the plane is traced backward
to a surface in the model. The ray is then reflected back
ward from this surface to determine whether it came from
another surface until the ray either ends at a light source
or passes out of the scene. If the light ray comes from a
surface, the renderer then calculates where the light that
reflected off the surface originated. In some models, it is
possible to trace light rays through multiple reflections
until finding the source.
3.5.2 RAYDIOSITY
Raydiosity3
is only supported by StrataVision. It is
a very expensive rendering method in terms of the num
ber of calculations required. The effects of lighting and
3
The spelling variation from the accepted term of
"radiosity"
is
intentional. Radiosity is a proprietary algorithm developed at
Cornell University; Strata has implemented its own version of this
technology, which it terms
" Raydiosity"
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reflection in realistic scenes are very complicated and
subtle. Indirect lighting is particularly difficult to model.
Effects like bleeding colors from one brightly lit object
onto the surface of another is called "inter-object diffuse
illumination."
Essentially, each time a ray of light reflects
from a surface, the Raydiosity algorithm generates a
cone of rays from the point of reflection to gather as
much information as possible about the light directly and
indirectly influencing the surface at this point. Each of the
rays in the secondary cone can reflect off another sur
face and generate a third-level cone of rays, and the
actual number of rays traced in a complex scene can
easily exceed the one million mark.
Unlike Ray tracing, which works best for highly
reflective scenes, Raydiosity takes into account the dis
tribution of light energy throughout the scene. It is best
suited for images containing mostly matte surfaces and
indirect lighting. Raydiosity also supports smooth edges
on shadows from spot and point light sources, The pat





Animation, taking advantage of persistence of
vision, is the creation of the illusion of movement by
rapidly displaying a series of images in various stages of
movement. Each individual image in an animation is
TERMINOLOGY ^
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referred to as a frame. Most programs offer key-frame
animation. In a keyframe system, you set a keyframe,
move your objects, set another keyframe, and so on. The
program looks at each successive keyframe, calculates
the intermediate position for the objects and fills in those




As previously stated, the purpose of this thesis is
to compare four 3D programs: StrataVision 3d,
MacroMind 3D, Infini-D, and Ray Dream Designer. The
comparisons are based on the capability of creating pho
torealistic 3D images in each program. I have explored
the maximum capabilities of each program so that the
comparisons could be based on their best performances.
That will make the comparisons more credible.
My goal isn't just to make photorealistic pictures; it
is also to make instructions and processes for other
designers to use as a reference and tool, so that they
can create pictures for their own uses. Through compar
ing 3D effects such as reflection, transparency, shadow,
and atmosphere effect, a reference guide is included for
those people who do not have the patience standing in
front of the screen to wait for the rendered image.
Hopefully this guide will be easy enough for people
whose interests have been spoiled by the numerous
parameters and algorithms. May it rebuild their confi
dence and re-enter them into the 3D world.
4.2 METHODOLOGY
The programs that I use to compare are listed below:
StrataVision 3d version 2.5
MacroMind 3D version 1.2
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Infini-D version 2.0
Ray Dream Design version 2.0
The system that I used is Macintosh IIFX with 32 Mb,
running under system 7.0.1 .
For the benefit of keeping the whole project con
sistent, I tried to create one single scene containing
objects with different properties at one time: reflection,
transparency, bump, roughness, and so on. I can take
one section to demonstrate one single concept and take
another corner to demonstrate another concept. The
second benefit is that users not only can see the single
effect but also the interactive relation between the object
and its surroundings. Sometimes it's very important to
observe the interaction of surroundings, particularly
when the demonstrated examples are the reflection
effect or environment mapping. In this project, when
looking at the examples from the close-up window, users
also have the option to view the whole scene and not to
worry about seeing the woods for the trees.
Since this project is compare the capability of cre
ating 3D images among four programs, the rendered
images should be explained as well as examined. This is
about a search in terms of the cause-result relationship.
If I want to deduce causality, I should be very careful of
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the methodology.
I have controlled all other factors in the experi
ment except the variable that I wanted to test, so that no
factor would affect the result but the real cause. In this
project, the rendering function of each program was the
cause and the rendered results were what I wanted to
discover. Other factors, like modeling, lighting, viewing
point, have been controlled at the same situation to
make the comparisons fair to every program:
Using the same models
All the models were built in MacroMind Model.
Then they were transferred to DXF( Drawing
exchange Format) files to import to each pro
gram.
"Models"
means all objects but lights and
camera.
Using the same textures and pictures
I used the built-in textures offered by each pro
gram
,
i.e. wood texture; if all four programs have
that function. If any of them does not have that
function, the same picture was used to do the tex
ture mapping job in four programs.
Using the same lights
All the light intensity and light color were set to the
same values.
Using the similar camera settings
The positions between all objects stayed the
same but there were very trivial differences in
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terms of the viewing point. That is because of the
difference in camera setting function between pro
grams.
The only difference is the rendering function offered by
different programs
If Ray tracing mode is offered by that program, it
is the first choice; otherwise Phong shading was
used.
After the criteria where established, I created a scene
like this:
To the lower left spreads a map, which is weighed
down by a pair of glasses. Above the map is a rattan
basket holding three Sunkist oranges and one lime. A
gold watch lies beneath the shade of the basket and a
green glass bottle, of which color is cast on the watch
dial. The body of the glass reflects the twisted images of
the watch, the basket with fruit, a slip of map, and two
pens, which lie in the lower right comer of the picture.
With the origin of light coming from a higher
frontal angle, the basket and the glasses are seen with
clear-edged shadows. Farther seen in the darker area in
the back is a framed picture.
The scene is arranged in this way so that it can




A MacroMind Director interactive movie was used
to present the results of my work. The color depth of the
movie was set to 24 bit in order to display the details of
the rendered pictures as clearly as possible.
Unfortunately, the million-colors setting makes the size of
files extremely large. In addition to the problem of large
files, it is impossible to import all rendered picture into
one interactive movie, because MacroMind Director will
not save any files bigger than 16 Mb.
So I created several QuickTime movies, each con
taining a number of individual rendered pictures. These
QuickTime movies can be imported to MacroMind
Director ( version 3.1 ) as cast members and will not be
counted as the components of MacroMind Director itself.
As a result, the QuickTime Movies, which contained all
24-bit color pictures, were part of the application but did
not occupy any MacroMind Director memory. It helped to
keep the size of the interactive movie in a reasonable
range without sacrificing the quality of the images.
The screen design ( see Plate H ) surrounding the
rendered images was created realistically to match the
quality of the rendered pictures. On the
left end of the
screen, there is a vertical strip where I placed the global
control panel. The title on the top of the screen labels the
main concept of this chapter, accompanied by a small
picture on the right for visual description. In the center of
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the screen, I placed the most important information about
the displayed concept or the magnified view of the small
picture in the right corner.
There are 17 chapters in the whole movie,
sequentially from building models to the discussions
about the shortcomings of each 3D program. Users can
use this application as a step-by-step tutorial to build 3D
scenes, or as an encyclopedia to look for specific effects.
All the buttons and navigation methods are designed to
suit two purposes, browsing through every chapter in
order as well as accessing any particular chapter from
any where else in the movie.
4.4 RESULT
The result of comparison is somehow frustrating.
Don't be surprised if the following pages are full of dis
cussions of errors and shortcomings of all four programs.
This is simply because all 3D programs are products of
compromise a compromise between speed and effect.
To shorten rendering time, the programs have to
make algorithm and calculation (like sorting Z coordi
nates) as simple as possible. When certain special light
ing or modeling situations disable the simple algorithm to
handle the complex effect, disaster happens. So, in this
report, I include all the errors of each program through
my comparison. I also offer possible solutions, if there
are any. By doing so, I hope that, instead of being
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trapped in the problem-solving process, other users
could use my report as reference and achieve their
desired effects, faster, from alternate methods or even
from other programs.
4.4.1 DATA INTERCHANGE
The first problem that I encountered was how to
interchange 3D data. I built up the whole scene in
MacroModel, then I exported it as a DXF file. I thought
that DXF format is one the most broadly accepted for
mats to transfer 3D data among different programs. But it
did not work well all the time. I had to search other inter
change formats as alternatives. Here are some exam
ples:
DXF: The DXF (Drawing exchange Format) stan
dard is promulgated by AutoDesk, Inc., the makers of
AutoCAD. Although it was originally designed to get
data in and out of AutoCAD, the DXF format is now used
by a wide variety of programs. DXF files are text files.
One of the main strengths of text file format, also of DXF
format, is that it can be translated among different plat
forms. The DXF files in IBM PC are very similar to the
ones in Macintosh.
3DGF : The 3DGF (3D Geometry Format) is a
publicly accessible standard for the
interchange of 3D
data developed by MacroModel, Inc. It describes objects
composed of surfaces. 3DGF files do not actually give
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any measurement units. That is, the proportions among
objects are relative. However, 3DGF files may carry color
information. So it can be expected to lead to wider
acceptance.
Swivel 3D: Actually Swivel 3D is not an inter
change file format. Since Swivel has been one of the
most popular 3D modeling programs for years, it is now
widely accepted by many programs as an exchange for
mat. All four rendering programs used in this project can
import files from Swivel 3D Professional 1.5.
The next step was looking for programs which can
translate one format into others. CADMOVER, from
Kandu Software Corporations, is the most frequently
used application to do this job. It offers a full array of
interchanging data among DXF, 3DGF, Swivel 3D, and
other formats. The translating program that I used is
ModelMover, a compact version of CADMOVER.
It was a terrible experience to translate 3D data.
Why? First, it was time-consuming. It took hours to trans
late DXF to 3DGF, not much faster than rendering the
whole scene.
Next, it only had 50% chance to make a success
ful translation; and more than half of the cases, it
crashed. The success percentage was lower when I had
more objects overlapping with one another.
Even though I successfully translated one format
into another, it's not guaranteed that the new format
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would work right in certain programs, even though that
program declared itself 100% compatible with the new
format in the menu.
For example, Ray Dream does not interpret DXF
concisely. It transfers extruded objects into pieces.
Instead of shown as a complete body, a Pepsi can, for
instance, will be transferred into three pieces: a top cap,
a bottom end, and a cylinder without these two caps.
I tried to transfer objects separately into Ray
Dream to solve that problem. But Ray Dream gave me
more difficulty. The relative proportions among objects
were gone. Let's take another example: there was an
orange in the room; the orange and the room were
transferred into Ray Dream at different times. The
orange would be as big as the room.
MacroMind 3D also had trouble importing DXF
and Swivel 3d files. When models were imported from
Swivel, MacroMind miscalculated the highlight spots.
When objects being imported were DXF files, MacroMind
drew the inside part of the objects instead of the outside.
Then I had to turn the shape inside out to reverse its ori
entation. MacroMind 3D explains this phenomenon is
"due to an inconsistency between the coordinate sys
tems used".
StrataVision also could not complete the importing
process, if the DXF files were too big.
Each program had its limits on the exchange files
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formats. There lacked a common ground to freely
exchange the data among several 3D programs.
Hopefully, every program is working to expand its import
ing compatibility, thus the problem mentioned above will
be eliminated in the near future.
4.4.2 INDIVIDUAL INSPECTION
Even though making photorealistic pictures is not
the only purpose of this project, the evaluation will based
on the inspections of the pictures rendered by each pro
gram. All the methods are repeatedly tested in order to
search for the maximum capability of the certain pro
gram. This should provide a strong common ground for
the comparison. You will know what you see is the best
result you can expect from that program. All the rendered
results are carefully examined to search for the causality.
For my judgments, and ultimately my compar
isons, to be objective, I used original images that are not
refined by any other retouching programs, i.e.
Photoshop.
StrataVision 3d
StrataVision 3d is, among the four, the most pow
erful program to create still images. With its full array of
ray tracing capabilities, it outdoes the other three
pro-
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grams in almost every aspect.
Its environment map option makes shiny objects
in scenes reflect their surroundings. The fog control cre
ates the illusion of a dense atmosphere; objects in the
background appear to be gradually enveloped by mist.
The color and density of fog are adjustable. Be it bump,
refraction, or transparency, Strata performs with excellent
results.
The Ray tracing capability creates realistic images
with incredibly detailed reflection and realistic shadow. Its
rendering time, traditionally slow, has improved. Another
render feature, radiosity, which performs the realistic look
unavailable in other programs, is the best render mode
on the market.
Some flaws do appear, though, in its animation
function. When I rotated a camera in a circle, I set sever
al keyframes at 90 degrees from each other and let
Strata generate the in-between frames. Strata will
change the latitude of the camera, giving the appearance
that the camera is floating up and down. Another error
occurs when the camera rotates across the point at 12
o'clock, the picture tilts. After passing that point, the cam
era movement comes back to normal, (both errors have
been corrected in version 2.6)
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MacroMind 3D
MacroMind 3D is a Phong-shading program,
which does not have a Ray tracing function. This means
that it does not automatically create reflection on metal
or glass surfaces. To mimic metal or glass reflection, a
reflection map is created to wrap around the object. It's
extremely difficult to mirror individual, detailed objects by
this method. If there are quite a lot of metal or highly
reflective objects in the scene, it becomes a time-con
suming and clumsy job to render the image.
The refraction is also absent because of the lack
of Ray tracing capability. The bump mapping is outstand
ing. Its texture mapping falls short in comparison. The
quality of the mapped textures are blurry. This makes the
textured objects look out of focus. It seems like they are
at a distance when they are actually pretty close to the
viewer.
Shadow is another shortcoming. Even though
MacroMind 3D does support soft shadows, the results
are disappointing. Regardless of the distance between
the shadow and its original object, the program softens
the transition from illuminated area to the shadows. That
gives the picture an air-brushed quality.
One thing worth mentioning is MacroMind 3D's
excellent control over the spotlight. I can easily change
the angle of the cone or the width of transition and rolloff.
It is not difficult to manipulate the illuminated cone and its
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soft edge. Even though it lacks the fog effect, the spot
light control can achieve the same effect.
MacroMind 3D offers the most powerful animation
environment. The program gives users access to all ani
mation parameters via a MacroMind Director-type of
score. Users can adjust any parameter of any object at
any time. It is also able to create "object metamorpho
sis", which animates the process in which the shape of
an object changes over time. Bear in mind.that two mod
els are to be animated only if they have same number of
points. All in all, MacroMind 3D is a powerful animation
program with excellent control of properties of objects
and good navigation of lights and cameras.
MacroMind 3D does not have modeling functions.
I have to import models from other programs. When
objects are being imported from different programs, dif





Infini-D is a close second to Strata. Its rendering
quality is almost as good as that of Strata. In the perfor
mance of reflection effect, the result is even better that
that of others. Unlike Strata which keeps faceted objects
in all rendering methods, Infini-D's Ray tracing smoothes
the surfaces of objects and gives them more beautiful
appearances.
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Infini-D is fairly good at refraction. Although both
Strata and Infini-D declare their index of refraction values
correlate with real-world values, Infini-D's refraction is
somehow exaggerated. In effects like shadow, fog, and
environment map, Infini-D is equal to Strata. Yet, its
roughness control is poor. Even when the object is set at
the maximum roughness (called minimum shininess in
Infini-D), the object is still too shiny. I would say this pro
gram particularly suits scenes with many shiny and
reflective models.
Bump mapping in Infini-D is executed by a
method different from Strata's, which achieves the bump
effect by using a bumpy picture (usually a gray scale pict
file). Infini-D, with its outstanding procedural algorithm,
defines its bumpy surfaces purely by mathematical func
tions. This way saves a lot time in rendering.
The antialias function is the Achilles heel of Infini-
D, which always over-antialiases the picture. The objects
look out of focus in the picture, even though I set the
antialiasing at the lowest level.
Also offered by Infini-D is a reasonably powerful
time line for animation control. It is not as in-depth as the
one in MacroMind 3D, yet I still can easily manipulate the
camera position, the texture of objects, and the intensity
of light. Metamorphosis is another powerful animation
tool in Infini-D, making it possible to animate from one
block of 3-D text to another. It is very convenient to
design a fly-though logo.
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Several unique amazing sets of special effects
that make Infini-D the leading position in some special
performance. These include sine-wave patterns for cre
ating rippling water, fractal mapping for creating random
landscape patterns, and composite surfaces for combin
ing multiple textures.
Ray Dream Designer
Ray Dream is the most troublesome of the four.
Fast rendering time and easy handling are its main
strengths, but its performance is extremely constrained
by numerous flaws.
First and most importantly, Ray Dream's interface
design is poor. The display window is quite small.
Cameras, lights and models are jammed in a very crowd
ed isometric view. I can not move or rotate an object pre
cisely. I can't even select the object that I want when
many objects gather together.
Secondly, as seen in its transparent function, a
100% transparent object has, strangely enough, a very
dense shadow. Sometimes the object surface is filled
with "noise", and sometimes not. To get a trouble-free
picture depends on the relative angle between the cam
era and the object; and your luck also matters!
Another problem occurs when bump mapping is in
use. Although it supports a procedural algorithm like
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Infini-D, unlike the latter with wonderful results, Ray
Dream fails to carry out a realistic appearance.
Shadow is yet another questionable effect.
Though it is possible to manipulate how soft or hard the
shadow should appear, the results are bizarre. For
instance, when two objects are adjacent to each other,
their shadows should be merged together. But this is not
true in Ray Dream; there is definitely a cleavage
between two shadows with no reason.
Other flaws are tiny but can not be ignored. First,
the metal reflection is a little fuzzy, making steel look like
aluminum. Second, the reference of refraction values is
limited. I can only choose the value from 5 preset materi
als: air, water, crystal, glass and diamond. Thirdly, there
is no environment mapping function in Ray Dream. To
make a polished object reflect its environment, a physical
sphere has to be created around the scene. Due to Ray
Dream's poor interface design, it is very difficult to adjust
the environment reflection to achieve the desired result.
All these flaws, and the lack of fog and animation
function, make Ray Dream Designer a low-level render
ing program.
V Future Perspectives
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Many 3D programs ignore some number of signifi
cant effects of real-world physics effects like bending
due to gravity of the curvature of the universe, diffraction,
fluorescence, variations in the speed of light, quantum
effects, optical chromatic aberration, atmospheric scatter,
holography, etc. They are ignored because they have
comparatively little impact on images. But their absence
may become a main flaw in certain cases. For example,
if someone wants to create a rainbow or a lens flare
caused by the sun, he has to go to Photoshop for help.
Even though it is not a bad idea combining the image
retouching programs with 3D ones, sometimes it can be
a cruel job if you have hundreds of frames awaiting you
to retouch them. Some programs, such as RenderMan or
Electriclmage Animation System, do offer some special
filters to handle the effects like vaporing air, explosion
and motion blur. Nevertheless, depending on 2D
retouching functions is not a long-term solution for 3D
programs.
There are other approaches taking place in cer
tain workstations. For example, dynamic animations of
complex, natural-looking phenomenon such as waving
flags, flowing fountains, solar flares on the surface of the
sun, are now accomplished with some special software.
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These software programs are different from traditional
keyframe animation ones. In Dynamation, one of the
special programs, the animation is actually "governed by
gravitational fields, acceleration fields, and things of that
nature. And it is time-based, so over time something
happens to your data and you get very realistic
motion"1
Another effect, particle system for creating sandstorms,
snow, realistic water movements and silicon gardens,
which feature an incredible array of trees, flowers, and
shrubs, is supported by Autodesk's 3D Studio in DOS
system (see plate F) This atomize-object-into-particle
effect is nicely used in the movie Super Mario Brother,
which will be released later this summer.
No matter if it is dynamic animation or particle sys
tem, it requires a more powerful and speedy computer to
do the extra calculation of the detailed structures. It cer
tainly will be more complicated than just recording the
coordinates of the objects and shading them. Macintosh,
at this moment, taking hours or even days to process the
data, just doesn't suit those jobs. Hopefully when
PowerPCs come out next year, the designers will
proba-
1
"Dynamic Animations". Computer Graphics World. March
1993, pp 22. Pictures are in Plate E.
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bly have the real solution by taking the advantage of
faster CPU or by accessing UNIX or other platforms to
shorten the rendering time. So far, it still is a dream.
Also seen is the progress made in the quest to
make objects solid. Up to now, objects in 3D programs
are void. This means when objects would overlap with
each other, one object would be inside of another. If a
ball is set to bounce on the ground, the ball could be dis
solving into the dirt because the ground is not solid. The
above phenomenon is against the law of physics. To
resolve this, users need a program supporting the func
tion of "Physically BasedModeling andAnimation"2, in
which all the models and motions are driven by the law
of physics. For example, a scene is showing a chained
ball swinging toward a pile of dice. At the time the ball
collides with the dice, all dice fall apart, bump into one
another and roll over as they hit the ground surface (see
plate G.)The Physically BasedModeling andAnimation
program allows users to easily create physical phenome
non of plane-collisions or car-crashes. For now, Working
Model 3
is the only program available on the market to
2 Ronen Barzel, Physically Based Modeling for Computer
Graphics, San Diego: Academic Press, pp.37, 1992.
3
Working
Model is the trademark of Knowledge Revolution
Corporations.
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be equipped with the physically based modeling, and it




Computer graphics has been struggling to mimic
the real world for years and it is still rapidly improving.
The more improvements there are, the more advantages
can be taken by designers. Among the improvements
are 3D photorealistic design and animation, which are
two developing fields with limited choices of software
packages. In addition, no 3D program is perfect each
has a long list of strengths and weaknesses. Virtually no
Macintosh program is fully capable of handling high end
image rendering, and particularly handling animation. To
reach a realistic rendering, a more powerful computer
such as the Silicon Graphics or the Sun Workstation is
highly necessary at this stage. Though not perfect, the
Macintosh has made tremendous improvements recently
in both hardware and software. High quality 3D images
created by individual designers could be likely expected
























thesis final Mon, May 3, 1993
Score Script 09
set the ink of sprite 9 to 4
repeat with y = 10 to 14







repeat with y = 9 to 14
set the ink of sprite y to 36
end repeat







repeat with y = 9 to 14
set the ink of sprite y to 36
end repeat






repeat with y = 9 to 14
set the ink of sprite y to 36
end repeat








thesis final Mon, May 3, 1993
Score Script OD
repeat with y = 9 to 14
set the ink of sprite y to 36
end repeat







repeat with y = 9 to 14
set the ink of sprite y to 36
end repeat








set the cursor of sprite 16 to 503
set the cursor of sprite 8 to -1
--setFromTo ( counter *20 +1, counter *20 +4)
pause





Score Script 1 1















if the ink of sprite 9 <> 4 then
set the ink of sprite 9 to 4
repeat with y = 10 to 14










if the ink of sprite 19 <>4 then
repeat with y
= 9 to 14
set the ink of sprite y to 36
end repeat










thesis final Mon, May 3, 1993
Score Script 16
-- locate model
if the ink of sprite 11 <> 4 then
repeat with y = 9 to 14
set the ink of sprite y to 36
end repeat







Score Script 1 7
- locate model
if the ink of sprite 12 <> 4 then
repeat with y = 9 to 14
set the ink of sprite y to 36
end repeat











thesis final Mon, May 3, 1993
Score Script 1 B
if the mouseV > 74 and the mouseV < 87 then
dismissmodel
if the frame > label("extrude") and the frame < label ("vertex") then
dismissModel




if the mouseV > 107 and the mouseV < 120 then
dismissmodel
if the frame > label("extrude") and the frame < label ("vertex") then
dismissModel




if the mouseV > 141 and the mouseV < 164 then
dismissmodel
if the frame > labelfextrude") and the frame < label ("vertex") then
dismissModel




if the mouseV > 185 and the mouseV < 198 then
dismissmodel
if the frame > label("extrude") and the frame < label ("vertex") then dismissModel
set the perframeHook to false
go label("environment")-9
end if
if the mouseV > 218 and the mouseV < 231 then
dismissmodel
if the frame > label("extrude") and the frame < label ("vertex") then dismissModel
set the perframeHook to false
go label("rendering")-9
end if
if the mouseV > 251 and the mouseV < 264 then
dismissmodel
if the frame > label("extrude") and the frame < label ("vertex") then dismissModel
set the perframeHook to false
go label("animation")-9
end if
if the mouseV > 283 and the mouseV < 296 then
dismissmodel
if the frame > label("extrude") and the frame < label ("vertex") then dismissModel




thesis final Mon, May 3, 1993
Movie Script
on startMovie
if the quickTimePresent = 0 then





set the colorDepth to 32
set the soundlevel to 7
end if
end startMovie
on playFromTo startF, stopF
set the startTime of sprite 8 to startF





on setFromTo startF, stopF
set the startTime of sprite 8 to startF
set the stopTime of sprite 8 to stopF
end setFromTo
factory Array
method mAtFrame aframe, subframe
if the frame = labelfspecular ref") then put D52 into tempcast
if the frame = label("diffuse ref") then put D35 into tempcast
if the frame = labelfambient ref") then put D18 into tempcast
if the mousedown then
if the mouseH > 481 and the mouseH < 625 then
set the locH of sprite 18 to the mouseH
set the castNum of sprite 18 to c83
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Score Script 47




set the cursor of sprite 8 to -1






set the cursor of sprite 16 to -1
-set the cursor of sprite 8 to 552
Score Script 4A
global counter
set the cursor of sprite 16 to 503
set the cursor of sprite 8 to -1















playaccel "Dear baby:Brandon's movies:intro 2.mma",noUpDate
-pause
Score Script 5D
set the directToStage of cast e16 = 1







set the directToStage of cast e16 = 0
set the controller of cast e16 = 0
set the directToStage of cast c86 = 0
set the controller of cast c86 = 0






set the directToStage of cast e16
= 0
set the controller of cast e16 = 0
set the directToStage of cast c86 = 0
set the controller of cast c86 = 0
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Score Script 3E
-global counter
set the cursor of sprite 16 to 503




set the cursor of sprite 16 to 503
set the cursor of sprite 8 to -1
set the directToStage of cast c85 = 1
set the controller of cast c85 = 1
set the directToStage of cast c84 = 1
set the controller of cast c84 = 1
pause
Score Script 40
set the directToStage of cast c84 = 0
set the controller of cast c84 = 0
set the directToStage of cast c85 = 0











set the directToStage of cast c84 = 0
set the controller of cast c84 = 0
set the directToStage of cast c85 = 1




















set the cursor of sprite 16 to 504









-set the startTime of sprite 8 to 1
-set the stopTime of sprite 8 to 5
Score Script 34
go marker (0)
set the cursor of sprite 16 to 504
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Score Script 05
global counter
if the castnum of sprite 24 >= d72 and the castnum of sprite 24 <= d75 then




set the castnum of sprite 7 to counter+2




if the castnum of sprite 24 >= d72 and the castnum of sprite 24 <= d75 then




set the castnum of sprite 7 to counter+3




set the cursor of sprite 16 to 504
-set the cursor of sprite 8 to 552
Score Script 08
put Array(mNew,18) into varObjects
repeat with x = 63 to 68
set the directToStage of cast x = 1





Example of 3DGF format
#define uchar unsigned char
#define ushort unsigned short
#define ulong unsigned long
typedef struct { ushort luminance; } LColor3D;
typedef struct { ushort lumance, alpha; } LAColor3D;
typedef struct { ushort red, green, blue; } RGBColor3D;
typedef struct { ushort red, green, blue, alpha; } RGBAColor3D;
typedef struct { float x, y, z; }
typedef struct { ushort nVertices;
Point3D;























unused (set to 0 for version 1) */
/*






















































ushort edgecount ; /
ulong reserved;
Polygon3D polygons [ ] ;
} PolygonList ;
number of polygons */
number of edges */
/*
sizeof (polygons ) = (count + edgecount) sizeof (ushort ) */
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Example of DXF format
0
SECTION
2
ENTITIES
0
POLYLINE
8
0
66
1
10
0.0
20
0.0
30
0.0
70
9
0
VERTEX
8
0
10
1.792
20
1.528
30
0.000
70
32
0
VERTEX
8
0
10
1.792
20
1.507

